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As lively murals splatter across the walls of Washington D.C., you may see a familiar

face every now and then painted in bold, vibrant palettes. Pop culture icons decorate the streets,

providing a path of escapism into the idealistic realm of 1960s and 70s Hollywood. David

Amoroso, born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, brings his pop art style to the D.C. area. I had the

opportunity to speak with the pop artist about his work, background, and upcoming projects.

His artistic journey begins in the late 1990s with a camera lens in the heart of Mexico.

His focus was on portraits, as he learned how to frame subjects which would later help with how

to fit subjects onto a canvas. He processed film by hand, adhering to a classic, black and white

old Hollywood aura. Before transitioning to color and easier processing,

Amoroso was able to master the art of lighting, as his black and white

photos couldn’t be easily edited through digital mediums.

Beyond photography, Amoroso quickly found admiration in Mexico’s

authentic customs and way of life,

“I am adopted, and Mexico was the first place I ever felt at home. I

feel like I've never had a cultural identity, but Mexico always seemed so

normal and comfortable for me,” Amoroso reflected. This cultural pride

and appreciation has fueled his paintings, as he often touches on social

justice and immigration reform to empower the Latino community and

raise awareness through vivid mediums.

Returning back to the United States, Amoroso tried

continuing his photography journey but found that America didn’t hold quite the same

exuberance and energy in comparison to Mexico. He transitioned to

paintings with the idea to preserve and recreate the warmth and the

spirit of the Mexican culture that he surrounded himself with. He

started off with a focus on Latino themes and icons, creating

colorful masterpieces depicting idols such as Frida Kahlo, María

Félix, and Pedro Infante. For the past decade, Amoroso has included



his childhood spirit and populates his blank canvases with the TV icons that influenced him as a

young boy. By basing his works on identifiable commercial products and figures, Amoroso

reaches a broad audience:

“ I really like hearing the different stories and the way people connect to it,” mentioned

Amoroso, “I especially love it when they have a very different perspective or see my work in a

way that I have not considered. Hearing different perspectives always reminds me that the viewer

ultimately decides what your art is about.”

Throughout his childhood, Amoroso found television to provide that creative, energetic

spark- an escape from reality that brings out a modern, fresh display of cinematic arts. Never the

one to enjoy the strict academics of school, Amoroso found himself creating and observing

others in their craft. Television shows- sitcoms and classic 70s comedies like The Brady Bunch-

have provided him a vast range of topics for potential art pieces.

Wanting to provide audiences with the same opportunity to feel all the senses of joy and

inspiration he felt watching TV, Amoroso aims to “keep people connected to their history” and

create TV and music icon portraits to simply make people happy. While his art is reflective of his

own childhood and identity, it depicts celebrities and objects that anyone could relate to and see

their own lives entwined in it.

The pop art movement began to take flight in the late 1950s, as the arts world started

witnessing the intertwining of mass media culture to traditional visual arts. Andy Warhol, a key

figure in the movement, is a source of inspiration for Amoroso, as Warhol depicts celebrity

figures and commonly used objects through bold imagery and solid, primary colors. With

Amoroso, he incorporates a lot of his photography disciplines into his

paintings by mentally cropping his subjects to capture the perfect shot

and angle for his work.

Even if viewers aren’t completely aware of it, so many of our

values, opinions, and conceptions are cultivated from a reality seen on

TV.

“Many of the TV and music icons inspired people to be themselves,”

Amoroso remarked. No matter where we come from or what our cultural

background is, certain icons who are the emblem of pop culture play a

role in what we all consume from the media,



“ I have noticed that as time goes on, the significance of certain pop culture and

political figures changes,” observed Amoroso. “But more often than not, they have shaped our

experiences and there seems to be a uniting factor.” Even during times of conflict and division,

commemorations to pop culture icons seem to remind viewers that cinema, music, and

entertainment are unifying aspects of our society. People can connect through similar interests

and initiate light-hearted conversations about their

favorite bands and brands.

In Washington D.C. , an epicenter of national

politics and a cultural hub, the city’s bustling energy

is a perfect location to exhibit artwork with nods to

icons of political history and Hollywood alike. There

are plenty of little spots and nooks that can be

reinvigorated with a touch of pop art:

“I primarily exhibited my work in

non-traditional spaces like restaurants, stores, and other temporary or pop-up events,” Amoroso

explained, “But I’m happiest when my work is just up. I don’t really care where.”

Currently, Amoroso’s “American-A-Rama,” a collection of eccentric, animated portraits

of mainstream legends: Muhammad Ali, Dolly Parton, Elvis Presley, the Kennedys, Bea Arthur,

and Pam Grier, is on display at the Barracks Row neighborhood restaurant Crazy Aunt Helen’s.

When strolling around the city looking for some delightful, comfort food, D.C. residents and

visitors are able to enjoy a fresh, modern energy within the restaurant’s cheerful walls.

Amoroso’s exhibit will be up throughout the summer until September 6.

Amoroso has new, D.C.-based projects up his sleeve for the near future. He is currently

working on plans for projects with the Mexican Cultural Institute and Library of Congress.

Beyond the prospective events down the road, Amoroso is open to taking on novel

opportunities-- he knows he will continue to immerse himself in Latino-inspired paintings and

the vivid history of American pop culture.

He has a few words of advice for young, aspiring artists who seek to color the world with

their own craft:



“Say ‘yes’ to as many opportunities as possible,” Amoroso encouraged. “As a new artist,

I think it's more important to experiment and get your work out there. It's very important to be

gracious and follow through on any opportunities offered to you.”


